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ABSTRACT
Recent advancements in simulation and computing make it possible to compute large simulation ensembles.
A simulation ensemble consists of multiple simulation runs of the same model with different values of
control parameters. In order to cope with ensemble data, a modern analysis methodology is necessary.
In this paper, we present our experience with simulation ensemble exploration and steering by means of
interactive visual analysis. We describe our long-term collaboration with fuel injection experts from the
automotive industry. We present how interactive visual analysis can be used to gain a deep understanding in
the ensemble data, and how it can be used, in a combination with automatic methods, to steer the ensemble
creation, even for very complex systems. Very positive feedback from domain experts motivated us, a team
of visualization and simulation experts, to present this research to the simulation community.
1

INTRODUCTION

Simulation is an omnipresent support methodology for engineers and scientists across many domains. Many
physical phenomena in nature, science and technology can only be explored with the help of simulation. The
rapid improvements of modern computation technologies make it possible to simulate systems of increasing
complexity. In modern automotive engine design, ever-shorter time to market, together with ever-growing
engine complexity, make the use of simulation increasingly important. Strict emission regulations and the
shortage of fossil fuels motivate injection system designers in particular. Along with the engine design,
accompanying simulation technology also advances to cope with new requirements.
Two main question that a simulation expert usually tries to answer can be summarized as: (1.) How do
the dependent variables (outputs) change as the values of the independent variables (control parameters)
change? (2.) What values should the independent variables (control parameters) have, so that the dependent
variables (outputs) have the desired or expected values. Having a simulation model, it is simple to answer the
first question. Answering the second question, however, is far from trivial, as the analytical representation
of the simulation model usually cannot be inverted easily. Additionally, the system designers would like to
gain insight into the system’s behavior. Knowing the optimum setting of the control parameters for a given
task, for example, is certainly valuable, but understanding the whole system and the complex interplay of
control parameters is something we certainly should strive for in addition.
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Recent improvements of computing and storage power, as well as of the simulation technology make a
new approach to simulation possible: a phenomenon of interest is not only considered by a single simulation
run, but by a multitude of simulation runs of the same simulation model with different settings of control
parameters. Such multiple simulation runs are also referred to as ensemble simulation. Ensemble simulation
has the great potential to provide a much deeper understanding of the investigated phenomenon, to study
the variability and sensitivity of simulation models, and to enable statements about uncertainties that are
always associated with such studies.
In this paper, we describe our experience with the ensemble simulation of injection systems (Konyha,
Matković, Gračanin, Jelović, and Hauser 2006), (Matković, Gračanin, Jelović, and Hauser 2008), (Matković,
Gračanin, Splechtna, Jelović, Stehno, Hauser, and Purgathofer 2014). We describe how interactive visual
analysis helps to exploit opportunities that emerge from advanced ensemble simulation. The injection
simulation leads to complex outputs far beyond a few scalar values only. Due to a lack of appropriate
analysis techniques, the engineers often compute certain scalar features from the time-dependent outputs,
and then analyze them as a representation of the complex simulation outputs. This is a proven and valid
approach, but as the system complexity grows, and as the analysis questions become increasingly complex,
we have to consider original, time-dependent outputs in the analysis, as well. Interactive visualization is
a proven technology for analysis of the ensemble simulation data and for studying systems in the light of
varying a set of controllable inputs and observing the simulated responses. The methodology described
here is not intended to replace conventional, automatic analysis methods that are based on statistics,
machine learning, or data mining, for example. Interactive visual analysis represents an efficient additional
methodology which helps to gain insights that are otherwise impossible. Only a clever combination of
automatic and interactive techniques can solve really complex problems. Besides answering the two high
level questions in the analysis, as described above, interactive visual analysis additionally supports the
sensitivity analysis, and the knowledge gaining process of the engineer.
2

RELATED WORK

Simulation ensembles have a multi-dimensional parameter space. Analyzing multidimensional parameter
spaces has long been of interest to visualization researchers. Sampling of parameter spaces has helped to
solve many high-dimensional domain problems, for example, in aircraft design (Shaffer, Knill, and Watson
1998), or in engineering (Stork, Thole, Klimenko, Nikitin, Nikitina, and Astakhov 2008). Some of the
authors deal with a large number of simpler responses (1D and 2D), and some focus on 3D responses (Demir,
Dick, and Westermann 2014).
There are different strategies for the sampling of the parameter space. Some focus on increasing the
number of sampling points (Bachthaler and Weiskopf 2008). Others rely on the fact that in many cases the
parameter space for a simulation ensemble can be effectively represented by a set of categorical decisions
that can be explored or cross filtered on 1D and 2D projections (Tweedie, Spence, Dawkes, and Su 1996).
Interactive visual analysis (Kerren and Schreiber 2012) — a clever combination of interactive and
automatic methods — has been used to analyze simulation results (Doleisch 2007), and time-oriented data
in general (Aigner and Tominski 2007). In our previous work (Konyha, Matković, Gračanin, Jelović, and
Hauser 2006) we have explored a simulation ensemble by means of interactive visual analysis.
If data analysis is done after a simulation batch is completed, errors invalidating the results of the
entire simulation may be detected too late (Parker, Johnson, and Beazley 1997). Computational steering
and interactive visualization are visualization paradigms for the computational sciences (Chen, Rine, and
Simon 1996) enabling users to interactively steer computations, change simulation parameters and instantly
see the simulation results. In this paper we deal with the ensemble steering (Matković, Gračanin, Jelović,
and Hauser 2008, Matković, Gračanin, Splechtna, Jelović, Stehno, Hauser, and Purgathofer 2014). We do
not steer a single simulation, but the creation of an entire ensemble. Such an approach is possible when a
single simulation run can be computed fast.
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Figure 1: a. A photograph of a real fuel injector. b. AVL Boost-Hydsim simulation model of the injector. c.
One of the simplified models of the same injector used during the analysis. d. A diagram of the capacitive
component. e. Two characteristic lines of the pipe component.
3

COMMON RAIL INJECTION SIMULATION

The common rail injection system represents the standard injection system for Diesel car engines (Boecking,
Dohle, Hammer, and Kampmann 2005), (Boehner and Hummel 1997). It operates at a very high pressure
level, with an electronic control unit which controls the fuel delivery, injection timing, injection pressure,
and rate of injection, for multiple injection strategies. The modern common rail makes it possible for Diesel
cars to achieve a level of performance and driving comfort similar to those of gasoline powered models,
with reduced fuel consumption and low exhaust emissions.
The main principle of a common rail system is the use of a high-pressure rail, common to all cylinders.
The high pressure in the rail is used to precisely inject the fuel into the cylinders. Electronically controlled
actuators open and close the injectors. Sometimes, in one cycle, the main injection is preceded by a pilot
injection, or even several of them. All this happens at least several hundred times per second.
Due to high pressures and quick changes in the system, a modern common rail injection system operates
in a condition which cannot be described sufficiently precise using classical fluid mechanics. The Diesel
fuel cannot be considered incompressible when exposed to high pressure changes in short time periods. At
high pressure, the fluid density, the module of elasticity, and the speed of sound are significantly altered.
Furthermore, in a common rail system each cylinder and injector is influenced by the others through the
rail. This requires a careful rethinking of traditional system design.
We explored a single injector design, as well as the complete injection system for four cylinders. Due
to the system complexity, a simulation ensemble is computed, and results are analyzed then. The main
goal is to tune a common rail injection system for various modes of operation.
3.1 Simulation Model
The common rail system is a complex system consisting of several subsystems. These include electric,
magnetic, mechanical, and hydraulic subsystems. From the fluid flow perspective, the common rail system
may be described by the following types of components:
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•
•
•
•

Resistive components
Capacitive components
Pipe-type components (dynamic of pressure wave in hydraulic lines is taken into account)
Hydro-mechanical components (the pressure is transformed into force)

The simulation software, AVL Boost-Hydsim in our case (AVL 2015), is used to simulate the common rail
injector. Figure 1a shows a photograph of the real fuel injector, and Figure 1b shows the simulation model
for a single injector. The engineer starts with the modeling of the injector. Using a limited set of available
components, the simulation model is composed. The components are connected with each other. The
model creation is a crucial step in the simulation, and engineer’s experience and problem understanding
play an essential role in this design phase. In this paper we assume that the model is correct, and we
deal with model parameters tuning and optimization. Once the model is created, control parameters for
each component have to be set. There are components of different complexity and the number of control
parameters varies across different components. Two types of components — the capacitive component and
the pipe component — contribute most to the phenomena under consideration. Therefore, we describe
them in more detail in the following.
3.1.1 Capacitive Component
The capacitive or volume element is not restricted to any geometric shape. A schematic of the element
is shown in Figure 1d. The pressure in the volume at isothermal flow is calculated from the continuity
equation:
!
n1
n2
E
(1)
ṗ(t) =
∑ Q̇i + ∑ A j ẋ j
V (x) i=1
j=1
where ṗ(t) is pressure time derivative, E is bulk modulus of the fluid and V (x) is the actual volume. The
actual volume is calculated from the following equation:
n2

V (x) = V0 − ∑ A j ẋ j

(2)

j=1

3.1.2 Pipe Component
The pipe component represents a pipe of a circular cross-section. The AVL Boost-Hydsim (AVL 2015)
user may choose between different, advanced, pipe models such as, d’Alembert, Laplace, Characteristic,
or Godunov and Mac-Cormack, for example. In this paper our interest is not to investigate the shock-wave
propagation along any pipe, but only its effect on the pipe ends. Therefore we use a pipe model of a
medium complexity, so called Laplace line.
Navier-Stokes equations (the law of conservation of momentum) and continuity equation (the mass
conservation law) are simplified and given in the following form:
 2

∂ v 1 ∂v
∂v ∂ p
ρ
(3)
+
=µ
+
∂t ∂ x
∂ r2 r ∂ r
∂v
∂ρ
+ρ
=0
(4)
∂t
∂x
The system has three unknowns: the x coordinate of the infinitesimally small control volume, the pressure,
and the density. Three independent equations are required to solve them. The third equation is the equation
of state. It may be derived from the linear acoustic theory:
∂p
= a2 = const.
∂ρ
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where a is the velocity of sound in the fluid. After transformations, equations are reduced to the equations
of Allievi (Seifert 1962):
∂p
∂v
+ ρa2
=0
∂t
∂x

(6)

1 ∂ p ∂v
+
=R
ρ ∂ x ∂t

(7)

where R is the friction function. The d’Alembert method yields the solution of the Allievi equations without
friction. State variables at the point I(x,t) can be calculated from the coordinates of line ends (the lines
are shown in Figure 1e.):


x
x
ch1 : p(x,t) + ρav(x,t) = p 0,t −
+ ρav 0,t −
(8)
a
a




xL − x
xL − x
ch2 : p(x,t) − ρav(x,t) = p xL ,t −
− ρav xL ,t −
(9)
a
a
4

ENSEMBLE SIMULATION ANALYSIS

The main idea of the ensemble simulation is to compute the simulation results for different combinations
of control parameters using the same simulation model. Once the results are computed, the user explores
them using a coordinated multiple views system. The coordinated multiple views include at least two
views depicting different control parameters and output values. The most often used views include the
scatterplot, the histogram, parallel coordinates, or a curve view. The views support linking and brushing –
the user interactively selects some items (simulation runs in our case) in one view, and the corresponding
items all other views are highlighted. The user can now move the brush and observe what happens with the
corresponding items. As the number of control parameters increases, a dense sampling of the parameter
space results in a prohibitively large ensemble. Interactive visual steering solves the problem. Instead of
densely covering the multi-dimensional parameter space, the space is sampled coarsely, and, as potentially
interesting parts are identified by means of the interactive exploration, additional runs are initiated from
the visualization. If the number of the control parameters further increases, interactive visual steering is
not sufficient any more. The identification of interesting areas in the parameter space becomes too tedious.
A combination with automatic methods can help with this problem.
We describe all three cases in the example of common rail injection. We start with the tuning of a
single injector. The number of parameters we vary is low, and we can generate the whole ensemble in
advance. In the next step we then vary eleven parameters. If there are ten variations of each (which is
realistic), and we opt for a full factorial sampling of the parameter space, the resulting ensemble would
have 1011 simulation runs. Although our simulation is fast, i.e. we compute 10 simulations per minute,
it is practically impossible to compute such a large ensemble. We use interactive visual steering in order
to cope with the system complexity. Finally, when we tune the whole four cylinder injection system, we
need the support from automatic methods, as well.
4.1 Interactive Visual Analysis of a Single Injector
There are three main factors that influence the injection behavior: the nozzle geometry, the injection
pressure, and the timing of the valve opening and closing procedures. The nozzle geometry cannot be
changed at run-time, and it is engineered by injector manufacturers. Therefore, we focus on the remaining
two factors in the analysis.
Accordingly, the independent variables in our ensemble are related to injection pressure and the injector
valve timings. The injection pressure is controlled by the injection pressure modulation device. The pressure
on the injectors inlet is described by three independent variables: Plow , Phigh , and dTp (Figure 2a., left).
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Figure 2: a. Three scalar control parameters, describing the pressure at the injectors inlet, and two scalar
features, describing the actuator time signal. b. Characteristic shapes of the main injection curves for
different combinations of engine speed and load.
Table 1: Five control parameters varied.
Control Parameter
Low pressure on the injector inlet
High pressure on the injector inlet
Time interval of modulated pressure increase on the injectors inlet
Time interval of the injector valve opening and closing
Injector valve opening time

Symbol
Plow
Phigh
dTp
dTv
Tv1

Number of variations
5
5
5
5
7

The injection timing is controlled by the injector valve actuator. We model the timing by opening and
closing times and velocities, which result in two additional independent variables: dTv and Tv1 (Figure 2a.,
right). There are five independent variables – control parameters, in total. Table 1 shows the varied control
parameters and the number of variations for each of them. The total number of variations, i.e. the number
of simulation runs we have computed, equals 54 × 7, or 4375 runs. For each simulation run we compute
following, time-dependent and scalar response variables: injection rate Qin j (t), injection pressure Pin j (t),
needle lift An (t), amount of fuel injected during pilot injection Q p , amount of fuel injected during main
injection Qm , amount of fuel flowing back to the fuel tank Qvo , needle opening velocity Vopen , needle
closing velocity Vclose , spray penetration depth L p , and average injection power Pia .
Once the ensemble is computed, the analysis can start. We first explore how the changes in control
parameters influence the output values. We depict two of the control parameters using a scatterplot, and
the response variables under consideration using a curve view and a scatterplot, as shown in Figure 3a. We
brush the upper left corner in the scatterplot (high values of dTp and low values of Tv1 ), and move the brush
towards lower left corner. We observe changes in other views as we move the brush. Figure 3b. shows
the brushes’ positions (all brushes are superimposed in this figure to save space), and Figures 3c to 3g
show what happens with one time dependent response variable Qin j (t). We examine several responses in
the same way, at once. By doing so, we can comprehend the system behavior very fast.
The next step is the model reconstruction. We wish to identify control parameters that result in a desired
model behavior. The optimum injection curve shape depends on the engine operating point. Depending
on engine speed and load, the desired shape varies. Figure 2b. shows desired curve shapes for different
operating points. We depict injection curves in a curve view and use several line brushes to ”specify” the
desired curve shape. The line brush selects all curves that cross the drawn line. By combining several
lines using Boolean operators we can specify a shape flexibly and quickly. Figure 4 shows an example.
We used five line brushes in order to specify a desired boot shape. The control parameters are shown in
two scatterplots and one histogram. We can see that, in order to achieve the boot shape, we have to set Tv1
to the lowest value, dTp and Plow to the upper half of the available range, Phigh to the lower half, and, as it
can be seen in the histogram, dTv can have any value.
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Figure 3: Exploring changes in responses as the control parameters change. a. The minimum configuration
for IVA. The scatterplot shows two control parameters, and the curve view shows one of the time dependent
response variables. b. The user brushes the upper left corner in the scatterplot and moves the brush
downwards. c. to g. As the brush moves the corresponding curves are highlighted. The user knows that
dTp is decreasing, while Tv1 remains low, and can focus on the responses only.

Figure 4: Model reconstruction – the user identifies control parameters for a desired injection shape. A
desired shape is selected by means of several line brushes in the curve view. The scatterplots and the
histogram show the corresponding control parameters.
Finally, sensitivity analysis has to be performed. In the case of interactive visual analysis, simple brushing
of the parameters in parallel coordinates, or in a scatterplot, e.g., immediately shows the corresponding
outputs. In this way, the user gains insight into parameters sensitivity as well. Of course, all findings
should be formally confirmed once the interactive analysis is finished.
Due to the analysis, we gained valuable insight into the simulation ensemble and into the fuel injection
process itself. The most important findings can be summarized as:
•
•
•
•

The amount of injected fuel in the main injection stage can be controlled by adjusting Phigh .
The amount of pilot injection is controlled mostly by Plow , but dTv also influences it.
A right choice of dTp and Tv1 is the key to achieving the desired injection shapes for various engine
operating conditions.
When pressure increases too fast on the injectors inlet, the resulting wave can be reflected into the
fuel line, which impairs our control over the injections shape.
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Figure 5: a. During visual steering values of response parameters change as the analysis proceeds. b.
A zoomed-in area of the same features at the end of the analysis. c. A scatterplot showing two control
parameters. Two refinements during the steering process are clearly visible.
4.2 Interactive Visual Steering
So far we used the visualization and simulation separately. This is sufficient if the system under consideration
has a limited set of control parameters. If we want to vary more parameters, a more advanced approach is
needed. In the next stage of the analysis, we then tune eleven different parameters.
The interactive visual steering makes it possible to define new simulations from the visualization tool.
The visualization tool is used for the exploration and analysis, and, at the same time, to initiate new
simulation runs. That enables the user to generate new simulation runs and to refine (or to filter) the
simulation ensemble. We provide two basic operations at a high level: refining an existing ensemble and
initiating a new ensemble. The ensemble refinement does not change the ensemble structure, we keep the
control parameters as they are, we just compute new simulation runs, for newly defined combinations of
control parameters. In a case of new ensemble initiations, the available control parameters change, we
refine or coarsen the model itself. The whole process is an interactive, iterative loop, where each step
is executed multiple times. At an individual step, the exploratory analysis process, as described in the
previous subsection, is pursued.
During the injector tuning process we used four models. The simplest one consists of the first block
only (Figure 1c), and the rest is represented by an ideal actuator. Additional modules are consecutively
added, as new ensembles are initiated. The second level includes blocks one and two, the third level adds
the block three, and so on. The blocks are depicted in Figure 1 b. The idea is to tune the coarse model
first, and to limit the possible range of the control parameters based on this analysis step. Of course, if
further steps show that the control parameters yield undesired results, the values are altered. In most cases,
the control parameter ranges estimated using a coarse model will be a good indicator for final parameter
ranges. During the analysis, at each complexity level, additional runs are computed. Figure 5c shows a
scatterplot depicting two control parameters. Two refinements are clearly visible. These refinements were
initiated from the visualization itself. Figures 5a and 5b show how the values of two response variables,
injected mass at crankshaft angle of 15, and injected mass at the crankshaft angle of 60, vary during the
analysis. At the final stage, the range is narrowed down (Figure 5b) and the solution is selected among
this points.
The interactive visual ensemble steering makes it possible to analyze more complex models. It should
be observed as an outer loop around the interactive visual analysis as described in the previous section.
For a larger number of control parameters, computing the whole ensemble in advance, using a reasonable
sampling density, is usually not possible.
4.3 Hybrid Visual Steering
After individual injectors are tuned, the whole injection system has to be optimized. Figure 6 shows the
simulation model of the whole system, and a photograph of a real injection system. The common rail, the
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Figure 6: The complete injection system and the corresponding simulation model.
high pressure pump, pipelines and four injectors are shown in the photo. As the number of parameters
increases further, interactive visual steering alone is not sufficient. In order to cope with such complex
systems, we propose hybrid visual steering (Matković, Gračanin, Splechtna, Jelović, Stehno, Hauser, and
Purgathofer 2014). As the parameter space is high-dimensional, identifying the areas of interest for a
refinement becomes tedious. An automatic optimization, based on regression models, can be used to
support the user in the refinement process. The main idea is to compute a regression model, representing
the whole system, and to use it to automatically compute different optimum values. The user can request
(from the visualization, again) the point of the minimum consumption, for example. The system computes
the point using a regression model. The regression model is only an approximation. Two main reasons
contribute to the inaccuracy of the automatically computed optimum: (1) The optimum is based on the
regression model which is an approximation. (2) The regression model is computed using scalar responses
only. As we have time-dependent responses, they have to be represented with several scalar features prior
to the regression model building. The regression model is built using a limited set of scalar features,
which represent an approximation of time-dependent results. This introduces additional inaccuracy. The
visualization provides a solution, again. Once optimum based on the regression model is computed, the
results (scalar and time-dependent) are computed using the simulation. Additionally, we run the simulation
for a set of points in the neighborhood of the proposed solution. The user sees the results, and can steer the
process in the desired direction. Additional runs can be computed, and the whole process is executed in a
loop. Several different optimum values (for different goals) are computed during the analysis process. The
engineer has to meet many compromises and decide on the final solution, eventually. In order to realize
such a hybrid steering framework, several basic components have to be integrated into a unified system.
These components include:
•
•
•

•
•

Design of Experiment (DOE) Component: supports the specification of sampling points (designs)
in the multi-dimensional parameter space.
Simulation Component: simulates the phenomena under consideration.
Analysis and Exploration Component: the key component supporting advanced user interaction,
interactive feature extraction, the visualization of complex and scalar simulation results, and the
interactive selection of new design points. It also controls regression model building, evaluates it,
and shows optimization results.
Regression Model Building Component: builds a regression model from the simulation ensemble
using scalar control parameters, scalar responses, and scalar features of the time dependent responses.
Automatic Optimization Component: computes an optimum using the regression model, subject
to the interactively specified constraints.

Figure 7 illustrates the whole process and the basic building blocks. The Figure also indicates parts that
belong to the previously described analysis approaches: interactive visual analysis and interactive visual
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Figure 7: A diagram of the hybrid steering process. The numbers one to five indicate five basic loops
ranging from simple scalar values exploration (one) to hybrid steering (five).
steering. Five loops, marked with numbers one to five can be seen. The design of experiment component
is always needed. It defines the initial ensemble, and the simulation tool computes responses for a set of
combinations of control parameters. The first loop deals with scalar responses only. It includes interactive
visual analysis and uses control parameters and scalar responses to analyze a precomputed ensemble. The
second loop adds a support for time dependent responses. In the third loop, new simulation runs can be
initiated from the visualization. The first and the second loop are still active. The fourth loop represents
an alternative approach. We use scalar parameters and scalar response to build a regression model. The
model can be used for automatic optimization. The fifth loop, integrates all loops, so that we can use results
from the automatic optimization as guidelines during interactive visual steering approach. It represents the
hybrid visual steering approach.
In order to tune the whole injection system we use hybrid steering. We vary the pipeline’s geometries
and the common rail volume in order to achieve an optimum operation of the fuel injection system for all
engine speeds (at the level of a separated branch per cylinder, and in relations between individual branches).
We vary the following parameters:
•
•
•
•

The length and diameter of the high-pressure pipes. All high-pressure pipes during the first phase
of investigation are identical to each other.
Volume (size) of the common rail and initial pressure.
The volume at the entrance to the injector itself.
Start time for the first pilot injection. The time lag between pilot and main injection is kept constant.

We research the influence of individual variations and combinations at two levels. At the level of each
cylinder we are interested in:
•
•
•
•

Differences among injection pressures of the individual pilot injections.
Differences among the amounts of the injected fuel during the individual pilot injections.
Needle opening and closing velocities for two pilot injections and the main injection.
Damping of pressure oscillations that can occur within the high-pressure pipe

And at the whole system level, when all injectors are taken into consideration, we focus on:
•
•

Differences among injection pressures between individual cylinders.
Injected amounts of fuel between individual cylinders.
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Hybrid visual steering made it possible to analyze the whole system successfully. During the analysis
engineers commented on advantages as compared to traditional approaches. One engineer commented:
”The suggestions of where to refine the parameter space based on optimization speeds up the steering.
The shown model accuracy indicates the quality of the optimization. Seeing all runs all the time is simply
unmatched in a conventional workflow. I would estimate a speedup of at least an order of magnitude
when designing complex systems.” He was also pleased with the integrated system: ”I could never set up
optimization so fast. I also see all results together with the initial runs.” Due to the limited space we omit
a longer evaluation here. Interested readers are referred to our previous work.
5

CONCLUSION

As the simulation develops, it is necessary that analysis methodology follows the development. Simulation
ensembles, a recent trend in the simulation offers new possibilities for the exploration and analysis. We
describe our long-term experience in the analysis and steering of the simulation ensembles by means of
interactive visual analysis. This is not intended to replace conventional approach, it makes it possible to gain
new insights in the system behavior. For very complex systems, with a multi-dimensional parameter space,
only a clever combination of visualization and automatic methods (such as in our hybrid visual steering,
e.g.) can lead to better understanding of the phenomenon under consideration. Very positive feedback from
domain experts documents the usefulness of the presented analysis approach. In spite of all our efforts it
was not possible to precisely quantify speed-up compered with conventional analysis approach. A more
formal evaluation, as well as an evaluation in other domains is subject to future work.
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